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Queen of the Sky by Jackie Morris, now available in
this compact, A5-size edition.
In Queen of the Sky, Jackie Morris tells the story of how
her friend Ffion Rees rescued a peregrine falcon from
the sea off the remote coast of West Wales and her
subsequent journey, nursing the falcon back to health
and back into the wild and the incredible bond which
grew between the two.
Jackie describes the risks, triumphs and above all
the trust which developed and formed the basis of the
falcon’s path to back to health and back to the freedom
of the wild. Beautifully illustrated throughout with
photographs, drawings, sketches and magnificent
paintings by Jackie, this is a must for birdwatchers,
art lovers and romantics alike.
‘Queen of the Sky is a love letter to all things wild, but
also to friendship and to the courage that admits that
to attempt to own the wild is to destroy it. Yet wildness
is captured and held for the reader to possess in Jackie
Morris’ photographs and paintings.’ Robin Hobb

experience in writing and illustrating books. Amongst
her current work, East of the Sun has been nominated
for the Carnegie Medal, Little Evie in the Wild Wood and
Something About a Bear have been nominated for the
Kate Greenaway Medal and The Lost Words, received
the CILIP Greenaway Medal 2019. Other titles by Jackie
Morris published by Graffeg include: Queen of the Sky,
the Welsh language edition of The Lost Words – Geiriau
Diflanedig, Tell Me a Dragon, The Snow Leopard and The
Ice Bear.

An internationally best-selling author, artist and
illustrator, Jackie Morris has over thirty years’
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